Abstract
Introduction
Deep web represents tremendous structured data with high quality in online database. In order to retrieve deep web data, one important task for data integration system is to automatically classify the domains of deep web. Given a query request, the search system first identifies the domain-specific online databases and then submits the queries on their searchable interfaces and, at last, merges and presents results to the users. Due to deep web data hide behind query interfaces (usually as HTML forms), we can only estimate their domains through these interface forms.
At present, pre-query and post-query are two main methods to classify the deep web. In the postquery approach, one or more queries can be submitted to a form so as to indentify the domain of deep web according to queried results [1, 2, 3] . The key problem is how to submit an effective query and extract the semantic schema of the query interface. Literature [4] points out the difficulties of this approach. More researchers focus on pre-query, which takes the query interface as a view of the web database and classifies the deep web through analyzing the visible information of the form.
Adopting the idea of pre-query, we propose an efficient approach to classify the deep web based on Domain Feature Text (DFT). The main contributions are as follows:
1) By analyzing the domain items, a semantic abstract method using ontology knowledge is proposed which enhances the representational ability of DFT;
2) The definition of domain correlation is given as the quantitative criteria for DFT selection which can avoid the subjectivity and uncertainty of manual selection;
3) In the process of the interface vector construction, an improved weighting method named W-TFIDF is proposed to evaluate the different roles of DFT. Experiments show that the new weighting method can improve the classification precision efficiently.
The main body of this paper is organized as follows. We reviewed related work in Section 2. In Section 3, DFT extraction method was described in detail. In Section 4, the interface vector space model and classification algorithm were introduced. The experiments of our proposed approach are given in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Related work
In the past decades, text and web documents classification has been well studied [5, 6] . However, research on deep web classification is just attracting attention. Similar to traditional text classification, deep web classification consists of three main steps: select feature text, construct interface vector and build the classifier.
In the phase of feature text selection, the main problem is how to select the most representative feature items. Due to the query interfaces include rich domain information, the present researches mainly focus on interfaces forms themselves, and classify the deep web by just considering the form text information. However, few works consider the part or whole page texts as the context of the query interface. Barbosa et al. [7] proposed a Context-Aware Form Clustering approach, which considered visible information in the form context-both within and in the neighborhood of forms-as the basis for similarity comparison. Peng et al. [8] performed the classification based on the features available on the interface page, including the number of links, the number of images and normalized price terms, etc. Wang et al. [9] identified the domain-specific query interface by checking form structure, form text and page text in sequence. Because of the autonomy in form design, there are often several different words which have the same semantics. It is an important topic to extract the concepts of these words accurately in order to attain the goal to reduce dimensions. Nowadays, some researchers brought forward concept extraction based on ontology [10, 18, 19] , synonymy terms from WordNet [11] , etc. Due to the ambiguous boundary between domains, there is no uniform standard about how to extract the concepts and man-made factors still influence dramatically. Regarding feature text selection, more present works choose the features manually [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In order to reduce subjectivity and uncertainty, it is necessary to build a reasonable quantitative criteria for choosing the most representational features.
In the process of interface vector construction, most works adopted TFIDF as the weighting method. But TFIDF ignores the different roles of feature text in domain classification, so it is not very suitable for domain classification. Therefore, some researchers put forward improved weighting method, e. g. DWTF [10] , LSSC [12] . Experiments showed that these weighting methods can improve classification precision to some extent.
In the process of classifier building, the ideas of clustering [8] and classification [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] were both adopted. The typical algorithm, such as KNN [10, 13] , K-means [7] , Neural Network [14] , C4.5 [9] , etc, were all widely used.
By studying the above literatures we notice that deep web automatic classification is facing two major challenges: 1) Selection of DFT and; 2) Weight calculation of DFT. These two factors affect vector construction of the query interface directly and the classification accuracy finally. Hence, we conduct comprehensive research on these two aspects.
Features extraction
High-dimensional feature space always exists in text classification. While the items in deep web query interface usually are very limited, He et al. [16] estimated that there is about 40 words in every domain through statistics, which makes it possible to extract DFT by statistical methods. So the current problems are: 1) What text will serve as the statistical objects; 2) How to handle multiple expressions of same semantics; 3) Criterion in DFT selection. This section will mainly discuss these three aspects.
Text selection
As far as deep web domain classification is concerned, though web page text where query interface is located can supply much domain information, it usually covers massive data including advertisements, navigations, decorations and copyrights that are not relevant to domains. Therefore, if taking the page text to participate in DFT selection directly, the noise would be magnified, even severely disturbs the classification accuracy. So we only focused on interface form itself. 1) The described text of forms, e.g. "Used Book Search", the keyword "Book" clearly indicates its domain;
2) The label text of the form controls, e. g. "Author" "Title" and "Keyword"; 3) name and value attributes in <input> markup, e. g. name="author" and value="Find the Book"; 4) Text inside controls, a typical example is the option text in select controls. So, we will extract and handle the text in the above four positions.
Concept extraction
Since interface forms are designed autonomously by independent designers, each interface has its own naming convention. Consequently, the same concept may be named differently. For example, domain music and movies always use "Artist" to express "name", but domain books uses "Author". Actually, multiple expressions of the same semantics not only exists in different domains, but also exists widely in the same domain due to the randomness of form design, which results in extraction of DFT and dimensions reduction more difficult. Thus, it is necessary to merge and deduce these texts.
TEL-8 datasets from UIUC Web integration repository [17] is taken as our study object. We constructed four domain ontologies (book, movie, music and airfare) by combining statistical analysis with ontology knowledge. Figure 2 shows the conceptual hierarchical structure of airfare ontology. Through concept extraction, relations in one domain including synonym, hyponymy and inclusion are merged as corresponding concepts, and then the number of domain texts is reduced consequently. Uniformed conceptions can reflect domain content better than single text and provide the frame of semantic expression for subsequent classification algorithms. 
DFT selection
Terms in the query interface will decrease after pretreatment, but there still exists high dimensional characteristics. Resolving the problem of expressing a domain with the least terms still needs to be addressed. Most of the existing research fixed on DFT manually by observation. It is obvious that this method is lacking quantitative criteria and is subjective. Traditional TFIDF method can judge the importance of features for a document effectively. But for a domain classification problem, if a term frequently appeared in all the documents of a domain, this term could represent the characteristics of this domain well. So more weight should be put on this term and it should be chosen as DFT. TFIDF method will give complete opposite results, so it is not suitable in domain classification. Literature [16] took the appearance times of a word in a sample sets as foundation of DFT selection. We note that massive same word could be used during form design, but this word does not appear in other documents of the same domain. So, there exist limitations for this approach simply based on term frequency. Therefore, we improved this method and came up with a novel DFT selection method, which named Domain Correlation. 
Obviously, Domain Correlation and Term Frequency and Domain Distributing of A ij are all proportional, which indicates that if A ij appeared more frequently and distributed more widely in C i , A ij would be more suitable as the feature items of this domain. We chose DFT based on this conclusion.
Steps of DFT extraction
Based on the above consideration and analysis, we present the whole steps for DFT extraction as follows:
Input: Sample sets of query interfaces belonging to category C i ; Output: DFT sets of C i ; 1) Extracting all value and name attributes of input control, and all other texts except HTML markup;
2) Pre-processing the texts including removing stopwords and stemming; 3) Classifying all words into the corresponding concepts according to the approach in Section 3.2; 4) Calculating domain correlation of every word using formula (1) and sorting them by descending order; 5) Selecting the appropriate number (>5% in proportion) of terms as the DFT.
Vector construction and classification algorithm 4.1. Interface vector model
After determining the DFT of every domain, a set of deep web query interfaces is regarded as vector sets composed of features and corresponding weights, which is similar to Vector Space Model (VSM) used in text classification.
Definition 2: Suppose the domain set is C=(C 1 ,C 2 ,…,C n ) and the DFT set of C i is T i =(t i1 , t i2 ,…,t ikm ) (i∈ [1,n] ). The query Interface Vector is defined as IV=<T, W>:
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is the feature set.
Due to the intersections of some DFTs among domains, the number of features (k) used in vector model should be less than or equal to the total number of DFTs in all the domains, namely k≤k1+ k2+…+km. So, T can be expressed as
) ,..., , (  W ij is the weight of the i th features belonging to the j th query interface. Among the existing weight calculation approaches, TFIDF is a widely used weighting method in text classification. We notice that different feature text has a different contribution to domain classification. Some DFTs only appear in one domain (e.g. ISBN only appears in domain book), however, some DFTs appear in many domains (e.g. TITLE appears in domain book, movie and music). Obviously, ISBN has stronger domain discrimination ability than TITLE, and ISBN should get higher weight. While TFIDF could not discriminate this difference effectively, so we classify DFT first.
Definition 3:
Suppose the domain category set C=(C 1 ,C 2 ,…,C n ) and feature text set T=(t 1 , t 2 ,…,t k ), on condition:
, t i is exclusively from C j and then it is called domain-specific word, noted as Ds;
2) t i ∈ (C j ∩C m )∧ t i ∉ C\(C j ∪ C m )(j,m∈ [1,n],j≠m), t i is from part of the domains and then it is called domain universal word, noted as Du;
3) t i ∈ C 1 ∩C 2 …∩C n , t i is from all C j , t i is called domain noise word, noted as Dn.
On the basis of DFT classification, we modified the TFIDF and proposed a weighted-TFIDF method, noted as W-TFIDF, by using coefficient to distinguish different role of DFT. Noted as n represents the total categories, and p is the appearance times of t i in C. Obviously, if p is higher, α would be lower, which indicates this DFT plays less important on domain classification. On condition p=n, i.e. this DFT appears in all categories, so t i  Dn and α=0, which indicates that this DFT is useless for deep web classification.
Our method accords with our intuition and can distinguish the different roles of DFT efficiently.
Classification algorithm
After the query interface form is represented as vector, K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (KNN) is adopted to classify these vectors. The detailed descriptions are as follows:
Algorithm: CBDFT (Classification based on DFT) Input: the classified training samples vector sets IV i and the deep web query interface form to be classified Output: domains C 1 ,C 2 ,…,C k which deep web belonging to 1) Selecting the DFTs of every domain according to the method described in Section 3; 2) Constructing the interface vector IV j according to the method in Section 4.1; Three evaluating criterion, P (precision), R(recall) and F(F-measure), commonly used in information retrieval domains are adopted. Suppose IC denotes the number of interfaces belong to category C i that are identified by classification algorithm, TC denotes the number of interfaces correctly classified to category C i , and MC denotes the real number of interfaces belong to category C i . Thus,
Experimental results and analysis
In order to testify the validity of our proposed approach, four domain query interfaces (books, airfares, movies, music) of TEL-8 data sets from UIUC web integration repository [17] are used as experimental data with 40 query interfaces from each domain and a total of 160 forms.
Classification experiments
First, we extract and preprocess the interface texts of the above four domains according to the method in Section 3. The selected DFTs and domain correlation results are presented in Figure 3 . The results accord well with Zipf's law: the frequency of usage of any word in a corpus is approximately inversely proportional to its frequency rank. 
Contrast experiment
In order to testify the efficiency of the selected DFTs and our proposed W-TFIDF approach, contrast experiments were conducted on classification precision and stability comparing with the traditional TF and TFIDF approaches. 
Precision comparison with TF and TFIDF
TF, TFIDF and W-TFIDF are adopted respectively to calculate the weights of DFT, and KNN algorithm is adopted to classify the interfaces vectors. When K=5, contrast experimental results of precision, recall and F-measure of three methods are demonstrated on Figure 4 .
The mean values of three methods in four domains are listed in Table 2 . This proves that our proposed approach has the following advantages: (1) these three methods can all obtain high precision, recall, F-measure, and the average F-measure of four domains is as high as 94.97%, which indicates that the feature text selected by our method are accurate and effective, (2) Compare with traditional methods such as TF and TFIDF, our W-TFIDF method improved the accuracy further.
Stability comparison with TF and TFIDF
Due to the fact that there is no fixed criteria for the selection of K value in KNN algorithm, this leads to the uncertainty of classification results under different K value. In order to determine the stability of W-TFIDF on classification results, we chose K value from 1 to 17 and compare the results with those of TF and TFIDF. Contrastive results are shown on Figure 5 shows that our W-TFIDF method is not only better than TF and TFIDF on classification precision, but also can maintain higher stability when K values are from 2 to 17, which indicates that it is suitable to use W-TFIDF as the weight of DFT.
Conclusions
In this paper, we conduct research on deep web classification problems from the aspects of feature text selection and interface vector construction, and propose a classification approach based on domain feature text. First, the concepts, which express the same semantics, are extracted from different texts on the basis of ontology knowledge to enhance the presentation of domain features. Second, the definition of domain correlation is given as the quantitative criteria for feature text selection in order to avoid the subjectivity of manual selection. In the process of the interface vector space model construction, an improved weighting method named W-TFIDF is proposed to evaluate the different roles of feature text. The experimental results show that the feature text selected by our method are accurate and effective, the new weighting method not only has better classification precision, but also maintains higher stability in KNN algorithm.
In the subsequent work, experiments on more domains are required for further assess the effectiveness of our proposed technique. Additionally, we will consider the features of page texts in order to further improve the accuracy of the deep web classification algorithm.
